
Abstract

On the way to bring more dynamic in optical transport
networks, Optical Burst Switching (OBS) is a promising
candidate for a new photonic network architecture. Beside
the efforts of building fast optical cross connects, the real-
ization of performant switch controllers is an important
task. This paper presents a testbed which allows the devel-
opment and realization of control systems for OBS core
nodes and their performance evaluation. The testbed is
working in the laboratory of the author’s institute and first
measurement results for a Horizon scheduling module are
shown.

1. Introduction

With the large growing traffic volumes in packet based
networks, the introduction of dynamic optical transport
networks in contrast to static configured networks is neces-
sary. Fast switching in the optical domain is still a sophisti-
cated an expensive task. As optical processing is not
possible, yet, switching decisions or even scheduling tasks
must be performed in the electrical domain which leads to
growing needs of processing power in the control part of
network nodes. As optical transmission rates grow faster
than electrical processing power, new mechanisms for the
control part of network nodes are needed.

Optical Packet Switching (OPS) has a high complexity
because of the need for very fast packet processing and
short switching times. Optical Circuit Switching (OCS)
with mainly static connections does not fit well to the
highly dynamic traffic patterns of internet traffic. Optical
Burst Switching (OBS) [1, 2] lies in between the two
approaches with less complexity than OPS and a higher
dynamic than OCS.

At the ingress nodes of the OBS network, data packets
with the same destination node of the OBS network are
assembled into larger data units, called bursts. These bursts

are sent through the OBS network to the egress node with-
out conversion into the electrical domain at the intermedi-
ate nodes. The task of fast wavelength identification and
reservation in the intermediate nodes is called burst sched-
uling and has a big impact on the performance of the OBS
network.

This paper introduces a framework which allows the
realization of different scheduling modules and the evalua-
tion of these modules by measurements. As an example
scheduling mechanism a scheduling module for Horizon
[3] was realized and measurements for it are shown.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives an introduction of OBS in general and of the Horizon
scheduling scheme for resource reservations. In Section 3
the architecture of the control system of an OBS core node
is shown and a functional description of the output port
controller is given. Section 4 explains the testbed with traf-
fic generators and traffic analyzers and shows results of
measurements with the Horizon scheduling module.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. OBS

OBS is widely discussed as a promising candidate for
bringing more dynamic in optical networks. With a grow-
ing number of suggestions about the details of OBS, the
picture of OBS gets less clear. Most of the proposals see
three major aspects as definition for OBS systems [4]:

• Assembly of client layer data in data units with variable
length, called bursts;

• Separation of control headers and payload data;

• No O-E-O conversion of the data bursts in the core net-
work.

In OBS networks, Multi Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) [5] mechanisms can be applied easily. Packets
with the same egress node as destination of the OBS net-
work can be assigned to the same Forward Equivalent
Class (FEC). Additionally, the FEC assignments can be
differentiated for packets with different QoS-Classes.
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At the ingress node of the OBS network, client layer
packets are classified and assigned to the appropriate FECs
[6]. All packets are stored in a packet buffer until the con-
ditions for building a burst are fulfilled. Bursts can be sent,
when the sum of packet lengths in the queue of one FEC
exceed a certain value or when the waiting time of the first
packet in the queue reaches a limit [7, 8, 9]. For the for-
warding of the bursts, predefined labels are assigned to the
bursts. These labels reduce the table lookup complexity in
the core nodes and can be changed by the core nodes for
reducing the label space in the network.

In the literature, the time scales for burst lengths vary
from microsecond range [2] up to several milliseconds
[14]. As bursts are transmitted completely in the optical
domain, a burst header packet (BHP) is sent out-of-band
for configuring the path just before the burst passes the
node. Many OBS schemes introduce an offset-based
approach: A time period called offset length before the
burst is sent out, the burst header packet is sent on a sepa-
rate control channel. This control channel is terminated at
the next node, where all BHPs are processed for switching
in the node. As the BHP processing takes some time, the
BHP is delayed on its way to the egress node. The burst
itself is transported without any additional delays thanks to
transparent optical switching and thus, the offset shrinks.
This fact shows, that the BHP processing must be per-
formed very fast, otherwise the data burst catches up the
BHP and the nodes are not configured in time. An addi-
tional need for fast BHP processing lies in the unwanted
priorization of bursts with longer offsets. Several
approaches for supporting quality of service (QoS) in OBS
networks introduce additional QoS-offsets for priorizing
bursts [10]. As investigations show, these QoS-offsets
should be much greater than the offsets for compensation
of the BHP processing [11]. On the other hand, all offsets

contribute to the delay of the bursts at the edge node, so the
total offset should be kept small for keeping buffers small,
too. These two requirements can only be fulfilled by mini-
mizing processing delays.

Depending on the implementation, BHP processing
times depend on the number of wavelengths, the lengths of
the bursts, the bursts arrival characteristics and the network
load. A lot of scheduling algorithms need complex calcula-
tions and table lookup operations which seem to be not
realizable in the necessary time limits. [12] and [13] show,
that with processing times for single BHPs below an
OBS networks with mean burstlengths of and 120
wavelengths can be supported with programmable logic
devices available in the year 2002. A software based imple-
mentation works with mean burst lengths in the millisec-
ond range [14].

Resource reservation algorithms with different com-
plexity were introduced in literature. As an example algo-
rithm the Horizon [3] scheduling scheme is used for
evaluating the testbed introduced in this document. The
realization complexity of this algorithm is moderate by a
good performance for small offsets and without support of
offset based QoS mechanisms [11].

Horizon is a reserve-a-limited-duration (RLD) reserva-
tion scheme. For each wavelength a scheduling horizon is
stored. When a new BHP arrives at the reservation module,
all wavelengths where identified, where the horizon is ear-
lier than the announced start of the corresponding burst.
Among the identified wavelengths, the one with the latest
horizon is selected. This leads to the generation of the
smallest unused voids and so to a minimized waste of
bandwidth.

Fig. 1 shows an example scheduling process with Hori-
zon for 3 wavelengths. An arriving BHP announces the
arrival of a new burst. Wavelength WL2 can not be selected,
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as the new burst would overlap with an already reserved
one. WL1 and WL3 can be used and WL1 is selected, as the
wasted bandwidth (void) is smaller than in the case of the
assignment to WL3.

3. Architecture of the control part of OBS
nodes

As BHPs and data bursts are separated and transmitted
on different channels, burst reservation and switching can
be treated as nearly independent tasks. Fig. 2 shows the
architecture of an OBS core node. A non-blocking optical
cross connect (OXC) which supports full wavelength con-
version connects the input and output fibers. The OXC is
controlled by a calendar which receives all connection
commands and sets the OXC just for the transmission
intervals of the bursts. Wavelength converters allow the
conversion of a burst from one wavelength to another.

BHPs are sent to the node on a specific control channel.
This control channel is terminated in the node, a switching
decision is derived from the label of the BHP and the BHP
is forwarded to the corresponding output port controller
(OPC). The resources are reserved and the OXC calendar is
informed about timing and switching of each burst. The
BHP is updated and sent on a control channel to the next
node.

The fact that BHPs and data bursts are transmitted with-
out any feedback from the data bursts to the BHPs allow
the investigation of the control part of OBS nodes without

detailed knowledge of the properties of OXCs for the data
bursts. In the following, this paper will concentrate on the
control part of OBS nodes.

3.1 Optical Switch Controller

The architecture of the optical switch controller (OSC)
is shown in Fig. 3 in more detail. It consists of three types
of components. The input port controller (IPC), the electri-
cal cross connect (EXC) and the output port controller
(OPC). Additionally, a node-wide system clock is provided
to all modules in the system. In the most OBS scenarios, all
control functions of input and output ports do not need
direct interaction with other input or output ports respec-
tively. This allows a high degree of modularization and
separation of the port controllers.

The first action in the input port controller (IPC) is the
assignment of a timestamp which allows the recalculation
of the offset time for the adaption of the BHP at the output
port controller. This timestamp is attached to the BHP dur-
ing its way through the switch controller. With the label,
which is contained in the BHP, the IPC takes a switching
decision and forwards the BHP via the EXC to the appro-
priate OPC.

The OPC is the most complex part of the switch control-
ler. It manages the traffic of all wavelength channels of the
corresponding fibre and generates the BHPs to inform the
next node on the link. The architecture of the OPC can also
be seen in Fig. 3.
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The BHPs of all input ports announcing bursts for the
corresponding output port are forwarded to the OPC. The
processing of the BHPs is performed one after another for
guaranteeing data consistency. Parallel processing of sev-
eral BHPs is possible under special circumstances, too, but
will not be discussed in this document.

The BHPs are stored in a queuing device and read out
for processing. The reservation module (RM) searches for
all wavelengths, which are available during the transmis-
sion time of the burst. From the available wavelengths, one
is selected and reserved for this burst. This selection and
reservation mechanism is called burst scheduling and can
be done with different algorithms. When the burst is
assigned to a wavelength, the next node on the link and the
OXC must be informed about the properties of this burst. If
the labelling scheme supports label changing, a new label
must be inserted in the BHP, too. The propagation delay
through the switch controller can be determined from the
system time and the timestamp of the BHP. The offset time
information in the BHP must be reduced by the value of the
propagation delay and adapted in the offset field of the
BHP. The BHP generator updates these information in the
old BHP and sends this BHP to the next node.

3.2 Timing requirements to scheduling modules

As stated above, the control part of an OBS switch can
be separated from the optical data part. As OXCs with sev-
eral ports and tens of wavelengths are not available, the
realization of switch controllers and OXC cannot be inte-
grated at the moment. This problem, that no real data traffic

with feedback from users and network can be used for the
stimulation of the OBS system, can be solved by traffic
generators, which generate BHPs without data bursts. The
separation of the control part opens the possibility to inves-
tigate the behaviour of system which will be realized in
future. As no data bursts traverse the link at the same time,
the whole system can be operated in a kind of ’slow
motion’. This operation can be used for emulating a control
part with hardware components with speeds, which will be
available in the future, just by extrapolating system clock
frequencies and link capacities.

The system frequencies of logic devices depend on the
complexity of combinatorial logic, the propagation delays
on the chip and on the used technology. Full custom
designed ICs are the fastest option for realizing logic
devices, but the production costs per device are only mod-
erate for a high number of produced ICs. For smaller
device counts or for higher flexibility of devices already
working in the field, programmable logic devices like field
programmable gate arrays (FPGA) are used in many appli-
cations. Especially in the area of networking devices,
where new data services are introduced in short time inter-
vals, the possibility for reconfiguring the system at the cus-
tomer, leads to a wide usage of FPGAs.

In the last years, speed and complexity of FPGAs raised
very fast. Todays FPGAs perform well for several OBS
scheduling mechanisms. The next generations of FPGAs
will allow higher operation frequencies and higher logic
complexity and can support more wavelengths or more
sophisticated scheduling algorithms.
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The transmission rates in dense wave division multi-
plexing (DWDM) systems grew in the last years very
much. The reservation module treats the length indications
as time intervals. This approach makes the system indepen-
dent from the real transmission rates on the links. If the
link speed of the actual used control channel is not suffi-
cient for transporting all BHPs or if the performance of the
used FPGA is not fast enough, all timings can be scaled
down for emulating the system in slow motion.

4. Testbed and measurement

In the systems design lab of the Institute of Communi-
cation Networks and Computer Engineering (IKR) a test-
bed is developed which allows the realization of all main
components for the control part of an OBS network. It con-
sists of computer systems for realizing traffic sources with
different statistical behavior as well as for analyzing the
output data of the emulated control network. With an inter-
face to the IKR simulation library [15] a large set of traffic
generators can be used in the realized system. Time critical
functions of data sources and analyzing elements are sup-
ported by hardware elements; the more complex generation
of random data and the analysis are processed with soft-
ware. The Optical Switch Controller (OSC) itself is real-
ized with the IKR hardware platform as well.

The testbed for realizing and evaluating an OSC is
shown in Fig. 4. The PC derives traffic patterns with burst
length distributions and inter arrival time distributions from
the IKR simulation library. A burst of BHPs with traffic
pattern information is packed in an ethernet frame and sent
to the traffic generator in FPGA1. The traffic generator
extracts the BHPs with their timestamps a sends them

according to the traffic patterns to the input port controller
(IPC) of the OSC. The electrical cross connect (EXC) is
only integrated for future use when nodes with several
input and output ports will be investigated. Actually, the
traffic pattern for multiple input ports are generated by the
software on the PC. The output port controller (OPC) per-
forms the scheduling task and generates new BHPs for the
next node. These BHPs are sent to the traffic analyzer
which adds timestamps to the BHPs and sends the BHPs
with the timestamps to the PC for tracing the system
behaviour.

As the whole system is developed from the IKR, it is
possible to intervene in all stages of the system for getting
debugging information. Statistic modules where placed at
interesting points in the hardware design for getting
detailed informations about the processing of the BHPs.

These statistic modules count all processed BHPs, all
dropped bursts and the distribution of the processing delays
for the BHPs. Further statistics like wavelength conversion
ratios and queue lengths can be added easily. All these sta-
tistical informations can be read out via a dedicated control
bus of the UHP and are sent back to PC for analysis.

Fig. 6 shows the format of the BHP defined by us for
the system. It contains 16 bytes of header information. It
consists of a 2 byte label field, 1 byte for wavelength num-
bers and 1 byte reserved for extensions. The offset and
burst lengths are both coded in 4 bytes with an accuracy of

. An additional 4 byte Burst ID field is included for
tracking the packets in the testbed. For transmission of the
BHPs, layer1 of optical gigabit ethernet links is used. With
an modified framing structure, the transmission of a maxi-
mum of about  BHPs per second is possible.

Fig. 4 Structure of the Testbed
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The described system is realized and working in the lab-
oratory. Fig. 5 shows the results of measurements with a
Horizon reservation module. The bursts lengths are uni-
formly distributed in the range from to . The
inter arrival times are negative exponential distributed with
varying link load. The fixed offset is but has no influ-
ence on the burst losses, as long as all offsets have the same
length [11]. This behavior was confirmed by our experi-
ments.

Fig. 5 shows the burst loss probability depending on the
load. The error bars show the standard deviation which is
derived from multiple sets of measurements. The results
show the behavior which was analytically predicted by J.
Turner in [3]. The burst loss probabilities raise with grow-
ing load. For higher numbers of wavelengths, the losses
decrease significantly.

The testbed works for the used parameters. But the
experiments show, that the time accuracy of the used com-
puter equipment is an important factor. For higher numbers
of wavelengths, the number of BHPs per second leads to
shorter intervals for sending BHPs with timestamps to the
traffic generator. As the input queue in the traffic generator
is limited by the available memory blocks in the used
FPGA to about 500 BHPs, the jitter of the intervals for

sending the BHPs from the PC must be very low. For
allowing higher jitter, the input queue in the generator
should be enlarged by additional external memory or larger
FPGAs.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

This paper introduces a testbed for testing and evaluat-
ing the performance of implemented scheduling modules.
For the Horizon scheduling scheme, a scheduling module
was realized and its performance was evaluated by mesure-
ments. The results show a good correspondence to the
behavior predicted by simulations.

The implementation of the control part of an OBS node
helps to identify realization specific problems and conse-
quences on the system performance. In this work, the feasi-
bility of OBS control system is proven for the Horizon
scheduling scheme. The testbed allows the investigation of
realization specific aspects for offset based scheduling
algorithms. Even for scenarios with constant or no offsets,
the system can be adapted easily. The actual realization is
based on logic designs synthesized on programmable logic
devices. The universal hardware platform provides inter-
faces for integrating microcontrollers in the system which
allow software based realizations, too. The behavior of the
Horizon module shows a good correspondence between the
simulation of the Horizon module and its implementation
in our testbed.

The research activities are still in progress, additional
investigations on realizing other scheduling algorithms,
timing uncernities introduced by synchronization processes
and accelerating the system by parallel processing of BHPs
will be done in future. The author designed and imple-
mented a scheduling module for the Just-Enough-Time
(JET) reservation algorithm [13]. This and other new mod-
ules will be integrated in the testbed and evaluated by mea-
surements.

The system is designed extensible, which allows the
integration of additional input and output ports. With addi-
tional ports the investigations of a single node can be
improved by using multiple traffic generators. Multi-hop
paths can be studied with usage of several nodes, too.Fig. 5 Burst Losses for 8 and 16 wavelength
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This work should contribute to the identification of con-
straints and possibilities of the realization of OBS control
systems and add a piece to the picture how OBS implemen-
tations could work finally.
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